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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Since it first hit shelves in 1996, Tai Pei Frozen Asian Entrees and
Appetizers has brought the experience of takeout to the frozen food
aisle. In the upcoming year, Tai Pei is updating its product with
cleaner, more nutritious ingredients.1 For this relaunch, Tai Pei wants
to expand its reach to a new market of young millennials aged 1825 through a campaign that highlights the product’s value in taste,
convenience, and price.2
Although frozen food has long been a staple of American life, companies
are struggling to reach younger consumers and revitalize their brands;
Tai Pei is no exception.3 Tai Pei exists in an oversaturated market and
has yet to establish itself as the go-to frozen Asian meal.4
Young millennials are not abiding by the tradition of breakfast,
lunch and dinner. Instead, they are eating smaller “in-between” meals
throughout the day.5 In terms of serving size, price and convenience,
Tai Pei is the ideal choice for this cultural shift. Tai Pei can be the
first frozen food brand to acknowledge and own this trend.
Our campaign encourages our audience to see Tai Pei as the premiere
product for their daily eating schedule. From April 2017 to March
2018, the campaign’s digital, out of home, and experiential executions
increase Tai Pei’s relevance to a younger audience and put the brand
at the forefront of this change in food culture.

RESEARCH

ASK
Tai Pei challenged us to expand the brand’s reach
to a new market: young millennials, ages 1825. The campaign should highlight the product’s
value through its taste, convenience and price.6

PROBLEM
In order to simplify the ask, our team started
research with three key questions in mind:
1. What problem are we solving?
2. Who are we talking to?
3. How can we use these insights to build
awareness and relevance?

METHODS
Our team undertook an intensive six-month
research process, using the following approaches
to answer these questions and build a strategy
for Tai Pei. Resources included Mintel, WARC,
AdMall, Simmons, Facebook Analytics, eMarketer
and Nielsen.
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733

Research Articles

518

Survey Respondents

49

Total Hours of
Social Listening

22

Consumer Diaries

11

Observational
Research

31

In-Depth Interviews

75

In-Store Interviews

20

Distributor Interviews

RESEARCH
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SURVEY RESPONSE11

INDUSTRY
The frozen food industry is in a mature phase;
it’s growing, but slowly.7 The industry increased
1.6% between 2011 and 2016, a smaller growth from
past progress.8 Frozen prepared meals like Tai Pei
were the largest segment of the market in 2015,
representing over 30% of total revenue.9
Tai Pei isn’t the only frozen food brand trying to
reach younger audiences. Millennial indifference
toward messaging is an industry-wide problem.
Almost every brand is trying to engage young
people through innovative communication.10

Millennials’ food selections indicate a “heretoday-gone tomorrow” mentality. They are much
more likely than consumers in other age groups to
use frozen entrees or other food items that are
portable and do not require preparation.
- Refrigerated Frozen Foods Magazine11

The trends found in frozen
food consumption are also
prevalent in frozen food
purchases. Younger consumers
are more likely than their
older counterparts to have
frozen food take over a
larger segment of their
cart.12 Although these younger
consumers are purchasing
frozen food, they are less
likely to be familiar with
specific brands:

We did a targeted survey of
millennials to gauge their
familiarity with some of the
leading frozen brands, and
many had never even heard
of them.
- Frozen and
Refrigerated Buyer13
To boost brand recognition,
we needed to find out when
and how 18-25 year olds eat,
then position Tai Pei into
those key moments.

RESEARCH + STRATEGY

WHEN ARE THEY EATING?
Through social listening, we found
that young millennials are eating at
unscheduled times in the day.
We can’t d8 unless you support eating
bowls of cereal at unconventional
times. - @addslynn
Young adults are also far more likely
to eat smaller meals or snacks
throughout the day, making them an
ideal target for new prepared meal
products and packaging concepts
that lend themselves to snacking
and on-the-go eating.14
- Prepared Meals by Mintel Academic
We found this demographic has a tendency
to use mealtime as a secondary activity
to socializing with friends, watching
television, playing video games, or
scrolling on social media.
Eating as a primary activity declined
in the past 30 years.15 On the other
hand, eating as a secondary activity
rose dramatically in the past 30
years.15
- UC Berkeley
Public School of Health
OBSERVATION
Young millennials are eating at
unconventional times, making the
activity of eating less important.
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WHAT ARE THEY EATING?
Many culture magazines and trade
publications mentioned millennials’
love for snacks and munchies.
Half (49%) of consumers turn to
prepared meals because they are
quicker than preparing food from
scratch.16
-American Frozen Food Institute
Consumers can’t get enough of that
protein filled, on-the-go snack and
meal time replacement. Needless
to say, the active lifestyles that
the millennials and Gen-Xers live
support this powerful trend.17
-Susan Viamari, Editor of Thought
Leadership for IRI States.
18-25 year olds on Twitter echoed these
observations:
I been eating snacks all day
- @_iamtayy_duhh
OBSERVATION
Our audience is eating smaller, more
snack-like meals throughout the day.

HOW ARE THEY EATING?
In the trade publication The American
Heart Association’s “National Health and
Nutrition Examination
Survey” reported:
The proportion of men and women who
reported consuming all 3 standard
meals declined over this period
(from 73% to 59% in men; from 75% to
63% in women), reflecting changes
in eating patterns.18
Social listening revealed similar trends:
3 meals a day??? Nah I be eating
6,7,8,9,10 a day. - @khyaa__
Didn’t know why or how but I started
eating up to 10 meals a day.
- @BlaykePhillips
OBSERVATION
Young millennials are eating more often
throughout their day, not just the
traditional breakfast, lunch, and dinner.

BRAND STRATEGY
With a quick cook time, low calorie count, and single serving size, Tai Pei
fits within the eating habits of young millennials. Our audience’s lifestyle is
not dictated by the standard of eating three meals a day. This change means
that quick, convenient, and affordable food is an ideal choice.
Tai Pei can be the first frozen food product to own this cultural shift in
eating habits.

MEDIA STRATEGY
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WHAT ARE THEY THINKING ABOUT?
•

AUDIENCE
Millennials crave convenience,
entertainment, and value.19 Our
18-25 year old demographic is
leading the shift away from
traditional eating habits. 90%
are active users on some sort
of social media outlet.20 Their
daily lives are filled with
work and socializing, leaving
little time for conventional
eating.21 We want to capture
their attention and validate
their thoughts about how they
eat food.

•
•
•

More open minded and unattached to political and
religious institutions.23
Seek maximum convenience.25
Planning for the future.24
Money conscious when grocery shopping.22

WHAT ARE THEY DOING?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attend school: a university, community college or
trade school.26
55% work full time: many in blue collar jobs from
9 to 5.27
Socializing.28
Consuming media like TV, YouTube, movies, social
media, music, and gaming.29
Watching dramas or sitcoms that allow them to
easily solve the crime or laugh along with the
characters.30
Looking for dietary options with lower calories
and no GMOs.31
Spending time in restaurants, bars, and shopping
malls.32
Spending money on experiences.33

HOW DO THEY FEEL?
•
•
•

Spending time on phones makes them feel connected
and informed.34
Value their independence.35
Generally distrust other people and institutions
like the media.36

CREATIVE STRATEGY
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DIRECTION
According to the 2017 Edelman Trust Barometer, 47% of Americans
distrust media, government, and big business.38 An increase in media
consumption and availability of information has led to a society of
distrust, where real life feels more like science fiction every day.
In addition, we have found our audience is less likely than older
generations to eat three traditional meals a day.39 Millennials are
moving away from tradition to an age of eating when you want. We will
insert Tai Pei into our audience’s fascination with distrust by making
them question traditional eating habits.

IDEA
Our idea exhibits eating habits as being controlled by someone
else, empowering our audience to rebel. By creating an
underground movement, Tai Pei sheds light on the fraud of
“standard” eating habits, acknowledges the change in millennial
eating, and positions itself as the rebellious catalyst for
freedom.
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CREATIVE

MANIFESTO
When you are told to do something, you usually do it.
Wake up, eat, work, eat, sleep, and repeat.
How much of your life do you really have control over?
We are herded through our daily routines.
At some point, every sheep dreams of hopping the fence.
We are the sheep that strayed, grew wings, and became dragons.
We set our own standards and excuse ourselves from the table.
Tai Pei, Eat When You Want.

Click arrow to play video.
Password: TEAM637

CREATIVE
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TAI PEI FORCE
The Tai Pei Force (member pictured on right) is a
collective of meal time vigilantes that brings this idea
to life. The Force actively challenges how we’ve been
told to live our lives, while empowering our audience to
eat when they want. The Force marks its actions with the
existing Tai Pei dragon symbol, which is a constant icon
throughout our campaign. By creating a central conflict
between The Force and an ambiguous, authoritarian voice,
Tai Pei is positioned at the forefront of the shift in
millennial eating habits.

CREATIVE

OUT OF HOME
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SPRAY PAINTED WALLSCAPES

Our first ads are designed with an “Orwellian” theme. The
copy pressures civilians into societal norms regarding
eating. After a week, the Tai Pei Force destroys the
controlling messaging, tagged with the dragon stamp and
tagline that contrasts with the previous message.
Select executions throughout the campaign will omit the Tai
Pei logo. This is because consumers feel more personally
attached to brands that they discover themselves, and
are more likely to talk about these brands.40 In doing
so, we will also strengthen the idea of a collective of
vigilantes that are behind these executions.

The next action of the Tai Pei Force places the Tai
Pei Dragon on the sides of buildings. Placements in
metropolitan areas provide exposure of Tai Pei. Each
dragon is accompanied by a headline that challenges
societal standards, followed by our tagline. 71% of
people say they look at wallscapes and billboards,
and 68% make their shopping decisions while in the
car.41 This promotes our underground style movement
while reaching a wide range of viewers, encouraging
them to not conform to societal norms, and eat when
they want.
COST: $1,961,370
IMPRESSIONS: 267,296,574

CREATIVE

OUT OF HOME
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DRAGON MACHINES
Tai Pei Dragon Machines on college campuses dispense
hot, affordable, ready to eat Tai Pei meals. As the
Tai Pei heats up, the dragon symbol will appear on
the Dragon Machine.
Millennials attending college are
cash, hungry and overworked.43 These
are available year-long and located
over 30,000 students. The Dragon
students to eat when they want.

usually low on
Dragon Machines
at schools with
Machine allows

COST: $120,000
IMPRESSIONS: 485,950

LITTLE DRAGONS
Small dragon stamps place Tai Pei in
demographically relevant commuter cities. While
the inflation of city population varies, we chose
those primarily dictated by driving commuters. In
most cities, the population swells by 50,000 to
150,000 a day making these small dragon stamps
fit into their trip in and out of the city.42
COST: $41,280
IMPRESSIONS: 16,200,000

CREATIVE

OUT OF HOME
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TUNNEL GRAFFITI

SUBWAY STAIR TAKEOVER
By taking over subway stairs, we have the opportunity for a dualmessaged image. While individuals walk down the stairs, they
see a PSA stating rules about eating standards. While walking
up the stairs, individuals see the Tai Pei Force’s graffiti. The
graffiti contains our dragon accompanied by a line of copy that
challenges societal standards, followed by our tagline. People wait
approximately 40 minutes for their work commute, which accounts
for 31% of their travel time. With 1.4 million average passengers
daily, these ads will capture their attention while they wait for
their bus or train.44 This promotes our literal underground style
movement while reaching a wide range of viewers.
COST: $245,874
IMPRESSIONS: 262,352,548

A large dragon stamp placed in tunnels around
relevant demographic commuter cities creates
awareness, while pushing the point of the
rebellious movement created by the Tai Pei
Force. 91% of travel by personal vehicles takes
place on major highways, so overpass and tunnel
advertising are an effective way to target these
drivers and create 65,000 unique impressions
every month.45 We chose tunnels in Boston,
Brooklyn, Colorado, Chicago, Pittsburgh, and
Atlanta based on annual time frames of highest
commuter travel.
COST: $1,050,000
IMPRESSIONS: 10,800,000

CREATIVE

EXPERIENTIAL

ALLEY POP UP TAKEOVERS
Tai Pei is out of the freezer and in our audience’s hands during
a series of alley takeovers in Atlanta, Seattle, Salt Lake City,
Austin, Boston, and Nashville. Late night pop-ups promoted by
laser graffiti on buildings and in the sky invite those who
are out late to indulge in Tai Pei. Each person entering the
alley receives a dragon stamp on their hand and a coupon, to
ensure that they remember their experience. Approximately 60% of
millennials go out to clubs, and of those, 25% go out more than
once a month. Millennials prefer to spend money on experiences,
such as pop-up beer gardens and music festivals.46 By providing an
experience that entices this audience, we can ensure that they
remember Tai Pei in the frozen food aisle.
COST $1,746,366
IMPRESSIONS 951,702
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EXPERIENTIAL

CREATIVE

CLOCKS INSTALLED BY “THE MAN”
COMIC-CON SPONSORSHIP
More younger people are going to
conferences for movies, TV shows, and
video games. With 75% of attendees
coming to purchase merchandise, we can
place Tai Pei as a meal option on the
official Comic-Con app.47 A Tai Pei Force
member delivers the meal to the buyer
in line so they can keep their spot and
feed their appetite. This promotes the
idea of eating when you want rather than
when it is socially expected, extending
our presence to the gamer’s reality.
COST $233,721
IMPRESSIONS 532,000

A giant clock installed in high traffic areas in Portland, Dallas, and
Orlando serves as an authoritarian message about appropriate eating times.
After one week, the Tai Pei Force rappels from the top of the building
during high-traffic hours throughout the day, place a tarp over the
clock with the dragon and our tagline, then combat the authoritarian
message. These cities are densely populated with 18-25 year olds, according
to Nielsen. Demonstrations like this are an effective way to generate
awareness.48 This empowers bystanders to rethink conventional eating habits
and visually represents the shift in eating patterns.49
COST $360,200
IMPRESSIONS 137,457,642
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CREATIVE

IN-STORE
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SENSOR FLOOR
DECALS
IN-AISLE FLAGS
Black flags with red dragons
placed over the freezer
doors created by the Tai
Pei Force draw attention to
the section of the aisle
where Tai Pei is sold. The
style of the flags increase
brand awareness using the
underground tone of the
campaign.

An image on the freezer door
of the Tai Pei section contains
an authoritarian message. A
pressure activated floor decal
triggers a sensor that switches
the image to a cracked screen
with the dragon logo and a line
of liberating copy from the
Tai Pei Force. In-store decals
are an opportunity to entice
consumers to open the door.
Further reasoning for our instore approach is the fact
that three in four grocery
purchases are determined by instore advertising. Decals are
presented in 105 total stores in
all target markets to ensure that
the 55% of unplanned purchases
shoppers make include Tai Pei.50
COST $111,677
IMPRESSIONS 2,448,360

DIGITAL

CREATIVE
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HULU

YOUTUBE PRE ROLL

The Tai Pei Force infiltrates locations where
people may be hungry yet are unable to eat,
such as the . The Force runs in tossing out
ready-made Tai Pei and telling people to
eat when they are hungry, not when they are
told. Hidden cameras placed throughout the
space capture the live events and reactions
for Hulu. More than 12 million users stream
programs on Hulu. There are fewer ads than
traditional television and the site draws a
younger audience. Thirty second video ads
on Hulu generate a 61% increase in topof-mind awareness and a 22% increase in
purchase intent versus linear TV ads.51

Video content highlights the tone of our
campaign, while reminding viewers to eat
when they want. These videos include a
member of the Tai Pei Force camouflaged
into scenes not typically associated with
eating, like riding an escalator. YouTube
allows advertisers to programmatically
reach their audience based on age, gender,
topics, and keywords. YouTube reaches over
a billion active users daily. Additionally,
YouTube reaches more 18-34 and 18-49 year
olds than any cable network in the U.S.52
Tai Pei capitalizes on the opportunity to
provide our audience with more convenient
meal-time options throughout their day,
defying conventional eating habits.

COST $ 756,080
IMPRESSIONS 7,000,002

COST $ 717,580
IMPRESSIONS 4,977,000

CREATIVE
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DIGITAL

Click play buttons to view videos.
Password: TEAM637

IN-STREAM
TWITCH AD
An instream ad will be played during
the streamer’s break.

TWITCH INFLUENCER
Nearly half of millennial males watch Twitch, and 50%
of whom spend over 20 hours watching livestreams
each week.53 It is platform that allows for viral
advertising in a livestream setting. Tai Pei chooses
a popular Twitch streamer as a brand partner, then
stages a break in, empowering the gamer to eat when
they want. The Tai Pei Force kicks open the door, puts
up a sheet with the dragon stamp and tagline, and
stacks Tai Pei boxes around the gamer.

Script:
(static breaks in with message from
Tai Pei Force)
“Wake up, America.
Have you ever noticed how formulaic
your day is?
Breakfast at 7.
Lunch at Noon.
Dinner at 6.
Our schedules don’t allow for three
square meals. A dragon’s appetite is
never on schedule.
Be a dragon.

TWITCH GIF
Shareable gifs from the Tai Pei
Force live in the bio of our
influencers. The gifs feature copy
flashing the Tai Pei Force’s message
of liberation. They also include
the dragon stamp and tagline.

Tai Pei. Eat When You Want.”
COST $509,080
IMPRESSIONS 600,000,000

CREATIVE

DIGITAL

PANDORA
Pandora scripts start out with an oppressive PSA-style message, giving way to the Tai Pei
Force abruptly shutting down authoritarian ideas. This empowers our audience to embrace
their own eating habits. 78 million people listen to Pandora every month and 49% of our
demographic are active users on this streaming service.55
Click icon to play audio.
Password: TEAM637

Click icon to play audio.
Password: TEAM637

SCRIPT 1 (Toward beginning of campaign)

SCRIPT 2 (Toward end of campaign)

(Sirens sound)

(Sirens sound)

“This is a meal time public service
announcement. It is now time for
dinner. You must stop and use the proper
utensils to ensure your third square
meal has been completed. Be sure to-

“There has been a technical malfunction
in the system.—The meal time clock has
been shut down. —Your three square
meals must still be completed.—The
rules are still-

*Tai Pei Force interrupts abruptly*

*Tai Pei Force interrupts abruptly*

Don’t listen to them! The idea of three
square meals is nothing but a fraud.
Enough is enough. Take control of your
life; grab a bowl of Tai Pei and Eat
When You Want.”

Three square meals has officially been
overturned. There are no rules when it
comes to hunger. Take control of your
life; grab a bowl of Tai Pei and Eat
When You Want.”
COST $546,080
IMPRESSIONS 1,800,000
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CREATIVE

DIGITAL

SOCIAL MEDIA MAKEOVER
A makeover of Tai Pei’s Twitter and Facebook adopts the tone of the Tai
Pei Force. Facebook promotes the Tai Pei Force’s agenda using stylized
gifs, prompting them to eat when they want with downloadable coupons.
The Facebook page also acts as a hub for digital content, providing
updates on the Tai Pei Force and how the rebellion is progressing.
Having visibility on Facebook creates awareness, earns loyalty, and
facilitates conversation. Over 1.8 billion people use Facebook every
month, and 41% of American millennials log in every day.56
COST $560,079
IMPRESSIONS 2,400,000
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CREATIVE

ADDITIONAL 5 MILLION DOLLAR BUDGET
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ESCAPE ROOM

An escape room is a themed physical adventure game in which participants must solve a series of puzzles to make their way out of a
locked room. By creating an escape room competition, Tai Pei can empower participants to physically break free from traditional eating
norms. It is introduced digitally on a Tai Pei microsite and promoted through various social platforms. Within our audience there is
a growing fad of social play experiences that are in real time and cannot be repeated.57

DIGITAL

Online, participants try to escape the digital Town of Complacency
and join the Tai Pei Force. Each player has to figure out how
to exit the town with game checkpoints at breakfast, lunch,
and dinner. The top 10 online winners are then flown to the
experiential competition with each winner bringing three other
team members of their choosing.

EXPERIENTIAL

The winning contestants from the digital competition take the
challenge to real life, physically escaping from a breakfast
diner, a lunch cafeteria, and a sit-down dinner restaurant. This
experience will live as livestream content for both YouTube and
Twitch, to create digital hype. The first team to complete the
escape room wins $2,000,000 with the second and third place teams
winning $750,000 and $250,000 respectively.
COST $4,883,180
IMPRESSIONS 290,304,250

MEDIA

MARKETS
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25 TARGET CITIES:
We chose these target markets using the 2014
U.S. Census data with considerations in:
•
•
•
•

Highest densities of people 18 to 25.
Cities with lower socioeconomic incomes.
Cities with stores that sell our products.
Cities that are most receptive to purchasing
frozen foods.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Seattle, WA
Portland, OR
Los Angeles, CA
San Diego, CA
Reno, NV
Salt Lake City, UT
Denver, CO
Colorado Springs, CO
Omaha, NB

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Orlando, FL
Miami, FL
Atlanta, GA
Dallas, TX
Austin, TX
Houston, TX
Columbus, OH
St. Louis, MO

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Memphis, TN
Nashville, TN
Boston, MA
New York City, NY
Newark, NJ
Philadelphia, PA
Pittsburgh, PA
Chicago, IL

MEDIA

TIMELINE
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BUDGET

MEDIA

23

We used 99% of our $10 million budget, spending a total of $9,950, 022.
We used Nielsen, Simmons, and Mintel for pricing of executions. These
values account for placement, and also include production costs and
miscellaneous fees such as city permits and staffing events.
We decided to work the other $5 million into a supplementary idea.
Since we are confident in the original $10 million budget, we allocated
the $5 million into a competition. We spent $4,883,180 and kept the
remainder for incidental fees.
Escape rooms are becoming a very popular and exciting activity for
people of all ages, especially millennials, who make up 52% of the
population participating. This interactive game will allow consumers
to fully immerse themselves in an experience that relates directly to
Tai Pei. Additionally, marketing this event through Facebook , Twitch,
and out of home placements hits multiple high profile platforms.
Agency fees are not reflected in this budget. As it is becoming more
common in the industry, these fees will be negotiated if the business
is won.

7

MEDIA
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Our media plan employs a heavy use of OOH and
experiential executions. We clustered executions
at the beginning of the campaign to bring awareness
to the brand, then gradually move in-store for
point of purchasing. At the end of the year, we
have another peak to reinforce the brand into the
lives of our consumers. While we chose traditional
out-of-home methods, we strayed away from print
and TV ads. This is because one-third of our
audience is online and 68% of them making their
purchasing decisions while in the car.58
DIGITAL

DIGITAL

We selected larger online platforms to
have a wider reach. We looked at the
months of highest activity for each
online outlets, then placed our creative
content accordingly. Digital accounts for
approximately one-third of our budget,
matching industry averages.

EXPERIENTIAL

We spent a large portion of our experiential
budget on executions that run throughout
the year to keep interest alive after the
initial campaign hits. We separated these
executions from our digital buy months
to ensure that we had consistent levels
of impressions and engagement throughout
the campaign.

EXPERIENTIAL

OUT OF HOME

Our OOH tactics are predominantly in the
middle of the year to increase purchasing
intent after establishing the brand in
digital and experiential ways. These
OOH buys boost our middle-of-the-year
impressions to balance out our heavy
beginning and end of the campaign.

OUT OF HOME

TOTAL IMPRESSIONS 1,314,701,778

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS + CONCLUSION
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KPI'S

Because Tai Pei did not give us a sales
goal or metric, we chose to focus on
awareness that leads to trial. With
this, we were able to project our total
impressions for the campaign to be
1,314,701,778. With Nielsen data, we found
that we would have a 58% engagement rate
within these total impressions, equating
to 762,527,031 actionable impressions.
Contexts that create a positive affect
generally uplift advertising effects
by 30% and increases again by reaching
them before their shopping trips.59 These
contexts can increase Tai Pei’s national
sales by shifting the percentage of
media from national markets to our
target markets. By using tracking data
such as in store scanners, YouTube
progress metrics, and Kissmetrics, we
can accurately track the campaign and
use this data to adjust as needed.

CONCLUSION

Tai Pei gave us the opportunity to
tackle the niche American Asian frozen
food market and the task of bringing
this growing brand to a leading
demographic: young millennials.
With engaging and non-intrusive media,
we placed Tai Pei in the middle of
risk and rebellion to draw attention
and empower our audience to question
mundane routines. Our campaign
establishes Tai Pei as the leader in
price, satisfaction, and convenience
for a young lifestyle that breaks away
from tradition. By enabling consumers
to eat when they want, we let them
take control. They are the dragons in
a world of sheep.
We are Team 637 and we look forward
to working with you.

CREDITS + FOOTNOTES
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